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DEATH OF A HOUSE
M . J . F A R R E L L

IT is unusual in Ireland for an important house to be
built within a couple of hundred yards of its village.
But when this house was built, it is unlikely that
more than a few fishermens' cottages stood between
the iron kissing-gate at the end of the demesne wall
and the sea. Perhaps the family who built it had
ideas about sea-air for their children. Sea-air is not
enough. The family sold out thirty years ago, and
until last March, the house stood empty—its splendid
grave face turned wisely West and South, and away
from the sea. Its rows of windows were correctly set,
and magnificent as eyes in a Beauty's head. Its sur-
rounding trees had been cut down, its gardens and
walks and carriage drive had melted into the hill
behind, and the wide lap of grass before it. The house
was not damp inside, nor was its wood-work rotten,
for the leaded valleys of the roof held tough against
the weather, and the dark small panes of glass
in the windows appeared unbroken in front of the
white shutters closed behind them.

Since I have known the house its respectability
has been unviolated by any of its villagers. No chil-
dren threw stones at the windows—no toughs broke
in for curiosity or other enterprise.

A big calm fishing boat wintered in the hall—this
was after the house had been re-bought from the
Government by a local builder and his friend—these
men, besides wanting a return for their money, in-
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tended to reconstruct the house as flats or as a school;
they hoped to see it fulfil some useful and enduring
purpose in everyday life. But the gamble was beyond
their unaided financial means. It was ironical that
while high airy rooms with sunny windows stood
empty, money was forthcoming to pull down the exis-
ting village School and build another, uglier still
within 300 yards of the house.

This village has a turn for the drama—Its people
are not afraid to act and sing—their love of the Irish
language seems self-directed and unpolitical; but
they give their concerts and show thier films and hold
their dances in an old and quite beastly Army hut. Only
their Branch of the United Irishwomen borrowed
the great empty drawing-room of the house and lit
the fire and carried oil lamps there for a weekly meet-
ing. Once they held a touching and beautiful exhi-
bition of the ways of local life for more than a hun-
dred years—the things shown were lent by poor people
who had found patience and storing places in their
little houses to pack away childrens' clothes; a grand-
mother's Sunday dress and cloak; undramatic objects;
small outdoor tools; iroa cooking pots; coarse linen
sheets woven in the sea-light through cottage-doors;
a photograph of the crew of the lifeboat decorated
by Edward VII for some venture; a collection of
metal spoons, worn small in their bowls, their handles
thin and lenghty; unfashionable lobster-pots and
little forgotten types of butter churns. Everything
was worn with handling. The empty drawing-room
with its great uncurtained windows, its tall doors
with their black and gold door plates and handles,
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its rather late Italian marble fireplace and later brass
and steel grate and fender, housed this collection
with a curious ceremonious grace—all these exhibits
had an enormous and simple dignity in which the
house shared—one complimented the other.

But the house which might have been so good a
part of village life, either as school, Technical College,
or Club for local enterprise and social life, was demo-
lished last March—the builder and his friend had
dreamed their dream and woken to reality.

One day I heard the house was sold, the next day
I saw through suddenly unshuttered windows and
into empty papered rooms. When I passed the house
again all the upper story window frames were out
of the long lines of windows, with their dark square
panes of glass unbroken, they were propped against
the walls of the house, like extracted eyes leaning on
their own cheeks. Everything was orderly and sur-
gical looking—the destructors seemed distinguished
and careful and full of good intentions as doctors in
a Gestapo inquiry.

During its death the house went through some
frightening changes of character—there was the
bright morning when the roof was stripped and I saw
inwards and upwards through ceilingless rooms to
the sky, and through holes in the walls where doors
were gone, and down stairless heights to other rooms
—and always the different wall-papers. It was the
wallpaper effect of underclothes that made me turn
away as if from the ugly curiosity of watching a slut-
tish middle-aged woman half undressed—a well bred
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slut too.
Carved wood from doorways was stacked outside

against the walls, dry and lean as reeds. The down-
stairs windows, all left in to the end, their dark thin
panes of glass held in place by lath and plaster, light
as fishbones, seemed unspeakably beautiful in cont-
rast to the torn eye sockets above.

When the last windows had gone and the destruc-
tors driven off with their tidy and valuable loads,
leaving behind the pierced and roofless walls, the
house took on a sudden and astonishing air of youth.
It seemed like a house in its building, full of promise
and life. Of course the nettles and ivy tods and pink
stomached rats would soon possess it and birds fly
through, but on this windless Spring evening the
house insisted on its wilful air of never having grown
up or known maturity, desertion or loneliness

And then, as the weather improved and the even-
ings lengthened, a walk past the house became the
fashionable thing. In pairs and groups the people
who had never wasted a moment on the house would
pause to re-construct it in many useful and profitable
roles—they blamed the builder and his friend for
stupidity, lack of courage and other defective qual-
ities—and they blamed the County Council Author-
ities who permitted such eye-sores as these torn
walls to remain standing at the approaches to a village
with a summer trade in tourists. They could easily
imagine the long summer rains beating down on
sodden wall paper, and they feared the ugly ruin
would prove a mortal discouragement to summer
visitors.
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But the house did not care any more. Dismantled,
gutted and bereft of all dignity, the torn paper on
its walls lolled in the soft evening air like idiots
tongues.

IRISH GEORGIAN SOCIETY

THE Society has now over 400 members living in
all parts of the world, of whom about 60 are Students.
The constitution is being prepared and members will
receive their copy before long. All sorts of activities
were very well attended during the Summer, in spite
of the weather, from a cricket match to an outing to
Carton in aid of the nurses. Many useful suggestions
have been put forward at these meetings by indivi-
dual members.

The Dublin Corporation had decided to pull down
two houses in Mountjoy Square, which form part of
a large area that is now being demolished. When the
public enquiry was held on the 3 1st of July, a pro-
test was lodged on behalf of the Georgian Society.
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The Corporation have agreed to let these two houses
stand, thus preserving the character of the square.

The Marquess of Sligo has decided to go ahead
with his scheme for housing a Folk Museum at
Westport House, Co. Mayo, and has agreed to show
some of the family books, pictures and silver. The
bedroom with the exquisite Chinese paper will remain
furnished as a country house bedroom, and the
Wyatt dining room, it is hoped will retain the fur-
niture which was designed for it. In this way the
beautiful house will be doubly interesting to vis-
itors, and Lord Sligo deserves the fullest support for
this noble enterprise.

Borris House, Co. Carlow, has also been reprieved
and is not going to be demolished as was stated in
our July issue. This is a very welcome change of
plan, as the house is historically so interesting.

Our chief concern at the moment is to find a pur-
chaser for Vernon Mount, Co. Cork (see illustrations).
This little known gem of late Georgian architecture
is being sold by its present owners who are leaving
the country, and who want to think that someone will
benefit from the seven years they have spent restor-
ing it, with loving care.

This charming cottage-palace was built in 1780
by Sir Henry Hayes, on a steep hill overlooking the
city of Cork. It is a study in curves, being almost
oval in shape; inside, nearly all the ceilings, however
small, are coved and domed. The most beautiful of
all the curves is formed by the sweep of the portland
stone staircase, with its delicate wrought iron ban-
nisters and handrail of curling leaves.
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PLATE v : VERNON MOUNT The oval Entrance Front



PLATE VI : VERNON MOUNT

Detail of bannister and oval landing



PLATE VII : VERNON MOUNT

Staircase window



PLATE VIII : VERNON MOUNT

The Angelica Kauffman ceiling in the drawing room



Sir Henry is thought to have built it as a sort of
Petit Trianon for giving parties. Angelica Kauffman
painted at least three of the ceilings, including that
of the oval, pillared bedroom landing with grisaille
doors thought to be by de Gres. The real masterpiece,
however, is the drawing room. Small but high, the
windows with their splendid views give it a feeling
of light and space. The ceiling with its glowing col-
ours, gives it warmth and movement. In the centre
panel, Minerva, in a helmet, throws away the spears
of War — her other hand is pointing to the rainbow
of Hope, which is being painted in by a cherub.

Can some member please find a buyer for this house
and save it from the demolishers? The owner has to
leave in a month; his full name and address is:

Peter R. Coste, Vernon Mount, Nr. Cork.
Excellent structural repair—30 acres—lovely trees—excellent water
supply—central heating—kitchenette on ground floor—2 baths—
4 bedrooms—maid's room— 2 miles from Cork city—£3,500 or
nearest.
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THE UNIVERSITY PRESS
W I L L I A M o ' s U L L I V A N

IN the last few years all the eighteenth century buil-
dings in Trinity College, Dublin have in turn had
their stone-work repaired and pointed. At the time
of writing the turn of the Printing House has come
round and the front has disappeared behind a mass
of scaffolding. The portland stone seems on the whole
to have stood up to more than two centuries of the
Irish climate fairly well, though there are wide gaps
in the joints of the pediment. The last work to be
carried out on the building was the holy-stoning of
the front in November 1908.
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The College owes its Printing House to the ini-
tiative and munificence of John Stearne, bishop of
CIogher(i7i7—1745)- In 1726 he offered the Board
£1,000 for the purpose, but academic bodies move
slowly and it was not until 1734 that the work seems
to have been put out for estimate. This was about
the time that the main part of the great work of
building and furnishing the College library, begun
in 1712, was at last brought to a close and the Board
may very well have thought it wise to finish one job
before starting on the next. Work on the Printing
House began in June 1734 and the outside was
probably finished in the following January, work on
the inside was, however, to drag on until July 1736
and even then plastering was not finished. The arc-
hitects fee £$0, exactly five per cent of Stearne's
donation was finally paid on 4 June 1738 and by
then the press was already in operation. The archi-
tect was Richard Cassels, or Castle as he invariably
signs himself in the College bills, one of the best
known of the Dublin architects of the day, who was
responsible for such buildings as Tyrone House and
Leinster House. For the College he also designed
the grand staircase of the Library. Under Cassels'
hand the Printing House assumed the form of a little
doric temple. The detail of the front is handled with
great delicacy and in this Dr. Maurice Craig consi-
ders it superior to any other of Cassels' buildings.
Under his direction John Connell, who worked on
the Library staircase was responsible for the carpen-
try, John Plummer for the masonry, Patrick Wall
for the plastering and Moses Darley for the stone-
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cutting. Moses was presumably yet another of the
'quarry owning and brewing family' listed by Dr.
Craig, which was prominent in the speculative buil-
dings of eighteenth century Dublin.

In 1735 Stearne seeing his Printing House at last
begining to rise made a further donation of £200
for the furnishing of which £52.1 I.I I went to the
type founder, Thomas James of London for a fount
of roman and a half a fount of greek letter. Two years
earlier George Berkeley, not yet bishop of Cloyne had
presented the College with half a fount of greek from
the same foundry, which was used for the first time
in Dr. Henry Cope's Demonstratio medico-practica
prognosticorum Hippocratis... 1736.This book which
has Greek and Latin in opposing columns acknow-
ledges the use of the College type on the title page
but was not printed in the College. The first book
from the College Printing House appeared two
years later in 1738 Sevtn select dialogues of Plato. This
was also the first complete book in Greek to be printed
in Ireland. The eighteenth century high water-mark
of the press was reached between 1745 and 1747. In
these years John Hawkey, a Dublin schoolmaster,
issued a series of Latin classics: Virgil, Horace and
Terence in 1745, Juvenal in 1746 and Sallust in
1747, which were remarkable in their day for ele-
gance and accuracy. The Board in the case of the
Horace and Terence and presumably also in the
other cases backed the operation by subscribing for
300 copies of each book. The well-known device
illustrated here of the Printing House which came to
be associated with the productions of the press was



first used on the title page of the Horace. The artist
who drew the front of the Printing House for this
engraving, John Esdall, received J£I.2-9 from the
College for his pains. The device was recutand re-
drawn several times and one of the last occasions on
which it was used was appropriately enough on the
five volumes of the Georgian Society Records, Dublin
1909—1913.

During the eighteenth century the College press
had functioned intermittently. In 1844 accomodat-
ion for printing was doubled by the addition of a
three ?tory wing, which is, however, happily not vis-
ible from the front and at the same time the Printing
House became a commercial printing office function-
ing continuously. Michael Henry Gill to whose in-
itiative this transformation is due began his career
as an apprentice to Graisberry and Campbell, the
College printers. In r 842 the firm became Graisberry
and Gill and after 1844 all their work was done in
the Printing House. Probably it is to Gill's enthus-
iasm that we owe the second most notable achievment
of the College Press after the Hawkey classics : the
design and cutting of the first really elegant Irish
type. The type used in Irish language publications
previously had all been more or less of equal ugliness
modelled on late debased scripts. The new type gen-
erally known after its designer as the Petrie type
clearly draws its insperation from some of the best of
the earlier Irish hands. George Petrie, himself a
painter and archaeologist of note had for his friends
and colleagues at the Ordnance Survey, John O'Don-
ovan and Eugene O'Curry who were the leading Irish



scholars of their day. This period marked the begin-
ning of the scientific study of the Irish language and
archaeology and it was fitting that some effort should
be made to present these first editions of old Irish
texts in a becoming dress. The type is generally
supposed to have been designed for O'Donovan's
monumental edition of the Annals... of the four masters
(Dublin 18 51), but it was first used for Petrie's study
of Tara in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy
vol. xviii, 1839.

During the second century of its existence the Prin-
ting House has been leased to a succession of com-
mercial printers. Today the College Press continues
to produce some of the best printing done in Dublin
and as was the case a hundred years ago it still has
strong connections with the learned world, print ing the
proceedings of the Academy; Hermathena, the jour-
nal of the University; and being responsible for the
very pleasing format of Irish Historical Studies.

NOTES

In the preparation of this article apart from the information drawn
from the College papers I have relied on Philip White's 'The
University Press' (Irish Printer, Hi) and M. J. Cra'g's Dublin
(Dublin 1952).
The headpiece is printed from the original woodblock illustration
of the University Press first used in the Dublin Penny Journal,
vol iv, p. 116, 10 October 1835.
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